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Abstract: Wireless networks play a vital role as the wireless connectivity is needed by the users irrespective of
their geographic position. Adhoc wireless networks are Infrastructure-less networks and utilize the multi-hop radio
relaying.There is an increasing threat of attacks on the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET). Attacks on adhoc
networks is classified into two categories namely passive and active.There are many attacks pertaining to network
layer of all the attacks,the worm hole attack is one of the security threat in which the attacker receiver the packets
and tunnels them to a different location in the network,where the packets may be resent into the network.There is a
need for security in MANETs for transmission and communication which is quite challenging.. The scope of this
paper is to study the effects of Worm hole attack in MANET using reactive routing protocol (i.e)Adhoc on-demand
Distance Vector Routing Protocol.The analysis of performance of MANET routing protocol in presence of worm
hole attack is taken into account. The performance of the network is measured with respect to the metrics like
throughput,jitter,packet delivery ratio,packets dropped by varying the number of nodes thereby considering the
scalability.The impact of wormhole attack is analysed with the ANOVA tool.
Key Words:AODV,OLSR,Proactive,Reactive,Wormhole,MANET.

1. Introduction
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks are independent and Infrastructureless networks in which the
mobile nodes act both as a host /router or both at the same time. It is a category of wireless
networks that utilizes multi-hop radio relaying and also is capable of operating without the need
of any infrastructure. Wireless sensor networks and wireless mesh networks are examples of
Adhoc wireless networks [1].These adhoc wireless networks are stationary in nature.If the
adhoc wireless network is featured with mobility then it is said to be a Mobile Adhoc Network.
The mobility of nodes is random by default. However different mobility patterns can also be
embedded.The routing and resource management are in a disturbed manner in which all the
nodes coordinate to enable communication among themselves. Hence the mobile nodes are
more complex in adhoc wireless networks [2, 3].
The security of communication in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is the most important
concern for the basic functionality of the network [4]. The unique features of MANET are open
medium, dynamic topology, lack of central coordinator, cooperative algorithm. The MANETs
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work without a centralized administration where the nodes communicate with each other on the
basis of mutual trust. MANETs must have a secure way for transmission and communication
and this is a quite challenging and vital issue as there is increasing threats of attack on the
Mobile Networks [5, 6]. There are different kinds of attacksWorm hole attack, Sybil attack,
flooding attack, routing table overflow attack, Denial of Service (DoS), selfish node
misbehaving, impersonation attack is kind of attacks that a MANET can suffer from
2. Related Works
MANET‟s are dynamic, infrastructure less, these networks are very much exposed to
attacks. Wireless links also make the MANET more susceptible to attacks which make it easier
for the attacker to go inside the network and get access to the ongoing communication [7, 8].
There are different kinds of attacks which have been analyzed in the MANET and also their
effect on the network. Gray hole Attack is the attack where the attacker node behaves
maliciously for the time until the packets are dropped and then switch to their normal
behavior.The attackers are also exploiting MANETs routing protocols in the form of flooding
attack, which is done by the attacker either by using RREQ packet or data flooding [9,10,11].
The sender wants the data to be sent as soon as possible in a secure and fast way in any
network, many attackers advertise themselves to have the shortest and high bandwidth available
for the transmission such as in wormhole attack, and the attacker gets themselves in a strong
strategic location in the network [34]. They make the use of their location i.e. they have a
shortest path between the nodes. One of the most important issues in MANET is limited
battery.The attackers take advantage of this flaw and try to keep the nodes active until all its
energy is lost and also the node goes into permanent sleep. There are many other attacks that are
vulnerable such as jellyfish attack, modification attack, misrouting attack and Routing Table
Overflow have been studied [12-18].In Worm hole attack, a malicious node uses its routing
protocol in order to advertise itself for having the shortest path to the destination node or to the
packet it wants to intercept. This hostile node advertises its availability of fresh routes
irrespective of checking its routing table [28]. In this way attacker node will always have the
availability in replying to the route request and thus intercept the data packet and return it [29].
In a path based detection method, every node is not supposed to watch every other node in their
neighborhood, but in the current route path it only observes the next hop. There is no overhead
of sending extra control packets for detecting Worm hole attack.
Worm hole attack, one of the solution proposed by Deng gives the approach of disabling
the reply message by the intermediate [30]. This method avoids the intermediate node to reply
which avoid in certain case the Wormhole and implements the secure protocol. The solution
proposed focus on the requirement of a source node to wait unless the arrival of the RREP
packet from more than two nodes [31]. When it receives multiple RREPs the source node check
that there is any share hops or not. The source node will consider the routed safe if it finds the
share hops. Its drawback is the introduction of time delay it has to wait for the arrival of
multiple RREPs before it judges the authentication of the node [32].
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3. Routing protocols in MANETs
In MANETs, nodes are not familiar with the network topology in priori. Routing protocols
are responsible in establishing the paths between the mobile nodes in order to transmit data
between source and destination in that path. Hence a routing protocol must be efficient enough
in handling various network phenomenon‟s and must tolerate against different security attacks
[33]. These routing protocols are broadly classified into three types based on the phenomenon in
which they broadcast information.
1. Proactive or Table-Driven routing protocols
2. Reactive or On-Demand routing protocols
3. Hybrid routing protocols
3.1 Ad-Hoc on Demand Distance Vector Protocol (AODV)
AODV is a reactive protocol, when a node wishes to start transmission with another node in the
network to which it has no route; AODV will provide topology information for the node.
AODV uses control messages to find a route to the destination node in the network.
a. Route Discovery Mechanism in AODV
When a node “A” wants to initiate transmission with another node “G” as shown in the Fig.3.1,
it will generate a Route Request message (RREQ). This message is propagated through a
limited flooding to other nodes. This control message is forwarded to the neighbor, and those
nodes forward the control message to their neighbor nodes. This process of finding destination
node goes on until it finds a node that has a fresh enough route to the destination or destination
node is located itself [19]. Once the destination node is located or an intermediate node with
enough fresh routes is located, they generate control message route reply message (RREP) to
the source node. When RREP reaches the source node, a route is established between the source
node “A” and destination node “G”. Once the route is established between “A” and “G”, node
“A” and “G” can communicate with each other. Fig.3.1 depicts the exchange of control
messages between a source node and destination node.

Fig.3.1 AODV Route Discovery
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When there is a link down or a link between destinations is broken that causes one or more than
one links unreachable from the source node or neighbor nodes, the RERR message is sent to the
source node. When RREQ message is broadcasted for locating the destination node i.e. from the
node “A” to the neighbor nodes, at node “E” the link is broken between “E” and “G”, so a route
error RERR message is generated at node “E” and transmitted to the source node informing the
source node a route error, where “A” is source node and “G” is the destination node. The
scheme is shown in the Fig.3.2 below.
b. Route Discovery Process
When a source node wants to start data transmission with another node in the network, it checks
its routingcache. When there is no route available to the destination in its cache or a route is
expired, it broadcasts a RREQ. When the destination is located or any intermediate node that
has fresh enough route to the destination node, the RREP is generated [20-23]. When the source
node receives the RREP it updates its caches and the traffic is routed through the route.

Fig.3.2AODV Route Error
c. Route Maintenance Process
When the transmission of data started, it is the responsibility of the node that is transmitting
data to confirm the next hop received the data along with source route. The node generates a
route error message, if it does not receive any confirmation to the originator node. The
originating node again performs new route discovery process.
d. Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)
The Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol is described in RFC3626,which is a
proactive routing protocol that is also known as table driven protocol by the fact that it updates
its routing tables.
e. Multi Point Relaying (MPR)
OLSR diffuses the network topology information by flooding the packets throughout the
network. The flooding is done in such way that each node that received the packets retransmits
the received packets [24-26]. These packets contain a sequence number so as to avoid loops.
The receiver nodes register this sequence number making sure that the packet is retransmitted
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once. The basic concept of MPR is to reduce the duplication or loops of retransmissions of the
packets.
Only MPR nodes broadcast route packets. The nodes within the network keep a list of MPR
nodes. MPR nodes are selected within the vicinity of the source node. The selection of MPR is
based on HELLO message sent between the neighbor nodes. The selection of MPR is such that,
a path exists for each of its 2 hop neighbors through MPR node. Routes are established, once it
is done with the source node that wants to initiate transmission can start sending data.
The whole process can be understood by looking into the Fig.3.3. The nodes shown in the figure
are neighbors. “A” sends a HELLO message to the neighbor node “B”. When node B receives
this message, the link is asymmetric. The same is the case when B sends a HELLO message to
A. When there is two way communications between both of the nodes we call the link as
symmetric link. HELLO message has all the information about the neighbors. MPR node
broadcast topology control (TC) message, along with link status information at a predetermined
TC interval.

Fig.3.3 Hello Message Exchange
4. Attacks in MANET
The attacks are basically classified into two categories – Passive attacks and Active attacks.
These are further sub-classified into various kinds depending upon the type of the attack such as
Denial of Service attack, Fabrication attack, Modification attack, Replay attack and
Impersonation attack. Passive attacks just listen to the traffic of the network to obtain vital
information. These types of attacks do not affect the functioning of the network. It is difficult to
identify such type of attacks as the performance of the network does not vary [27]. It is even not
possible to detect the presence or the location of the attacker node in this case. The only way to
prevent such type of attacks is through encryption. Whereas, active attacks aim to modify the
transmitted data by adding random packets or attempt to interrupt the data flow from source to
destination. The main purpose is to pull all packets towards the attacker for analysis or to
obstruct the network communication. Black hole attack is one such attack which comes into this
category. Among these two types of attacks, only active attacks can be accepted out at routing
level. They can either be inner or outer. In order to combat these attacks, a secure environment
should provide confidentiality, availability, authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation.
Wormhole attack is a kind of Denial of Service attack which misleads the routing operations
even without the knowledge of the encryptions methods unlike other kinds of attacks that makes
it very important to identify and also to defend against it.Wormhole attack is a severe type of
attack on mobile adhoc network routing where two or more attackers are connected by high
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speed off-channel link called wormhole link.These wormhole attacks exists in two different
modes, namely „hidden‟ and „exposed‟ mode, depending on whether attackers put their identity
into packet headers when tunnelling and replaying packets.A pair of attackers forms „tunnels‟ to
transfer the data packets and replays them into the network. This attack affects the mobile adhoc
network drastically, especially against routing protocols. The tunnel that exists between the two
colluding attackers is referred as wormhole. Fig.4.1 shows the wormhole attack. Packets
received by node X is replayed through node Y and vice versa.

Fig. 4.1 Wormhole Attack
It takes number of hops for a packet to traverse from a location near X to a location near Y,
packets transmitted near X travelling through the wormhole will arrive at Y before packets
travelling through multiple hops in the network. The attacker can make A and B believe that
they are neighbours by forwarding routing messages, and then selectively drop data messages to
disrupt communication between A and B.
4.1 WORM-HOLE ATTACK IN AODV
Two types of Worm-hole attack can be described in AODV in order to distinguish the kind of
Worm hole attack.
•
•

Internal Worm hole attack
External Worm hole attack

In an AODV Worm hole attack the malicious node “A” first detect the active route in between
the sender “E” and destination node “D”. The malicious node “A” then send the RREP which
contains the spoofed destination address including small hop counts and large sequence number
than normal to node “C”. This node “C” forwards this RREP to the sender node “E”. Now this
route is used by the sender to send the data and in this way the data will arrive at the malicious
node. These data will then be dropped. In this way sender and destination node will be in no
position any more to communicate with state of Worm hole attack.
5. Experimental Evaluation
This paper various performance metrics required for evaluation of protocols. To reiterate
the Worm hole attack, we begin with the overview of performance metrics that includes Packets
Dropped, Packet Delivery ratio, Number of Packets Forwarded, Number of Packets Received,
Throughput. These matrices are important because of it performance analysis of network.
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Figure employs the simulation setup of a single scenario comprising of 30 mobile nodes.
Number of nodes were varied and simulation time was taken 1000 seconds. Simulation area
taken is 1000 x 1000 meters.
Table 1. Simulator Parameters
Examined
protocols

AODV

Simulation time

200

Simulation area

1000 x 1000

Number of Nodes

50,60,70,80,90

Traffic Type

TCP

Performance
Parameter

Throughput, Jitter,Packet
Delivery
Ratio,Packets
Dropped

Wireless MAC

802.11

Data Rate

11 Mbps

Furthermore, the simulation parameters are given in Table I. The Fig. 5.1 was building
of normal working MANET with the normal behavior of nodes without any type of attack
introduced to it (Without Attack) i.e. no malicious node introduced yet. This will lead us to
observe and measure the effect of the network when there is attack carried on (With Attack) i.e.
introduction of malicious nodes. In case of wormhole attack two malicious nodes are introduced
in the whole network. After simulation of the scenario the graphs are analyzed in comparison
with normal working protocols of AODV (without attack). The malicious node is placed in the
network. This malicious node when receive any sort of packets discards out all the received
data. Now in simulation we implemented the single malicious node in both AODV protocols.
This paper focuses on result and its analysis based on the simulation performed in NS-2.35
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Fig. 5.1. Packet Dropped
The effect of wormhole attack on the parameter Packets dropped is prominent when the number
of nodes are increased the packets dropped are also high which indicates that the impact of
attack.

Number of Packets Forwarded_Wormhole Attack
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Fig. 5.2. Number of Packets Forwarded
In Fig.5.2., the Packets forwarded are also relatively less when the number of nodes
are increased from 50 to 90which indicated that the malicious node does not forward packets to
the next node rather tunnels it in the network creating havoc.
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No.of Packets Received_wormholeattack
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Fig. 5.3. Number of Packets Received
In Fig. 5.3. the Number of packets received when there is attack is very less
compared to packets received when there is no attack. The analysis has been conducted in
different scenarios where the pause time has been varied from 0 to 5 m/s and the results indicate
that the impact of wormhole attack is vital even when the number of nodes are varied from 50 to
90.

PDR_Wormhole Attack
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Fig. 5.4. PRD
The packet delivery ratio for different scenarios varying the number of nodes and
also the pause time as well as the mobility speed has been considered. It is the ratio between the
number of packets sent to packets received. The Fig.5.5 clearly depicts the effect of the
wormhole attack on the metric packet delivery ratio. It is very less when compared to the
scenario where there is no attack
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Throughput_Wormholeattack
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Fig. 5.5. Throughput
6. Conclusion
The analysis of this paper is that Worm Hole attack with different scenarios with respect
to the parameters like Packets Dropped, Packet Delivery ratio, Number of Packets Forwarded,
Number of Packets Received, Throughput. In a network it is important for a protocol to be
redundant and efficient in term of security. We have analyzed the vulnerability of AODV
protocol has a more severe effect when there is a higher number of nodes and in presence of
wormhole. The throughput of AODV is affected when there is wormhole attack. In case of
Packets Dropped however, there is an effect on AODV by the malicious node
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